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Abstract

Language models increasingly rely on massive
web crawls for diverse text data. However,
these sources are rife with undesirable content.
As such, resources like Wikipedia, books, and
news often serve as anchors for automatically
selecting web text most suitable for language
modeling, a process typically referred to as
quality filtering. Using a new dataset of U.S.
high school newspaper articles—written by stu-
dents from across the country—we investigate
whose language is preferred by the quality filter
used for GPT-3. We find that newspapers from
larger schools, located in wealthier, educated,
and urban zones (ZIP codes) are more likely
to be classified as high quality. We also show
that this quality measurement is unaligned with
other sensible metrics, such as factuality or lit-
erary acclaim. We argue that privileging any
corpus as high quality entails a language ideol-
ogy, and more care is needed to construct train-
ing corpora for language models, with better
transparency and justification for the inclusion
or exclusion of various texts.

1 Introduction

The language models central to modern NLP are
trained on large Internet corpora, typically gathered
from community resources (e.g., Wikipedia; Liu
et al. 2019) or web crawls (e.g., WebText, Common
Crawl; Radford et al. 2019, Brown et al. 2020).
The selection of texts impacts every research or
deployed NLP system that builds on these models.
Yet there is rarely any clear justification given for
why various texts were included.

Web dumps like Common Crawl offer the
promise of more diverse text than what is avail-
able in curated resources. However, much of the
web consists of frequently replicated boilerplate
(e.g., privacy policies), code (e.g., HTML and
Javascript), pornography, hate speech, and more.
Automated approaches, typically referred to as
quality filters, are often applied in an effort to re-

move this undesirable content from training data.1

These filters include code removers (Gao et al.,
2020), heuristics (Rae et al., 2021), stopwords (Raf-
fel et al., 2020), and classifiers (Brown et al., 2020;
Wenzek et al., 2020).

Although quality filtering is often treated as a
relatively neutral preprocessing step, it necessarily
implies a value judgment: which data is assumed to
be of sufficiently high quality to be included in the
training corpus? More concretely, when a quality
filter is a classifier trained on instances assumed to
be of high (and low) quality, the selection of those
examples will impact the language model and any
downstream technology that uses it. Many filters
use Wikipedia, books, and newswire to represent
high quality text. But what texts are excluded as a
result? Because natural language varies with social
and demographic variables (Rickford, 1985; Eckert,
1989; Labov, 2006; Blodgett et al., 2016; Hovy and
Yang, 2021; Lucy and Bamman, 2021, inter alia),
we can also ask whose language will be excluded.

We begin with a summary of the handful of
data sources used to construct training corpora
for many language models and assumed to be of
high quality (§2). The systematic authorship bi-
ases in these datasets motivate the study that fol-
lows, in which we replicate the quality filter from
Brown et al. (2020). We apply this filter to a new
dataset of U.S. high school newspapers, augmented
with demographic data from the U.S. Census and
the National Center for Education Statistics (§3).
We demonstrate that the filter has strong topical
and stylistic preferences, and favors text from au-
thors who originate from regions with better edu-
cational attainment, urban centers, larger schools,
and higher valued homes.

In sociolinguistics, the term language ideology
1We note that the term quality is often ill-defined in the

NLP literature. For example, Brown et al. (2020) and Wen-
zek et al. (2020) refer to “high-quality text” or “high-quality
sources”—both citing Wikipedia as an example—but without
explaining precisely what is meant.
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refers to common (but often unspoken) presupposi-
tions, beliefs, or reflections about language that jus-
tify its social use and structure (Craft et al., 2020).
Our analysis helps to characterize the language ide-
ology encoded in the quality filter used by Brown
et al. (2020), a representative of a wider set of filter-
ing methods. We also observe in §4 that the filter
is unaligned with other plausible notions of quality:
factuality ratings for news sources, standardized
test scores, and literary awards. Of course, these in-
stitutions entail their own language ideologies. We
argue that when constructing a corpus, one cannot
avoid adopting some language ideology; appropri-
ate choices will depend on the goals of the work,
and one language ideology may conflict with an-
other. In short, there is no truly general-purpose
corpus.

Our code and analysis are publicly available.2

2 Motivation: Data Sources

Across the many language models recently reported
in the literature, the same small group of datasets
have been routinely used as training corpora—
Wikipedia, collections of books, and popular online
articles (§A.1). These data are often treated as ex-
emplars of high quality text (Devlin et al., 2019;
Liu et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2019; Raffel et al.,
2020; Brown et al., 2020). Although these datasets
include text from many sources, extensive research
suggests that the voices they represent are drawn
from a relatively small, biased sample of the popu-
lation, over-representing authors from hegemonic
social positions.

Wikipedia Wikipedia serves as a backbone for
language models because of its scale, ease of use,
permissive license, and goal of providing compre-
hensive coverage of human knowledge. However,
although anyone can edit Wikipedia content, not
everyone does. In practice, there are significant
biases in Wikipedia authorship, content, and per-
spectives. For instance, despite efforts by Wikime-
dia, the site has been unable to resolve a persistent
gender imbalance among its editors (Huang, 2013;
Meta-wiki, 2018). This imbalance is reflected in
who gets written about, and how (Bamman and
Smith, 2014; Graells-Garrido et al., 2015; Wagner
et al., 2015). There is also a pervasive urban bias;
editors are less likely to come from rural areas, and
coverage of these areas in Wikipedia tends to be

2http://github.com/kernelmachine/
quality-filter

more limited (Mandiberg, 2020). Although cov-
erage in English Wikipedia is not limited to those
places where English is a majority language, an
Anglo-American perspective dominates coverage.3

Lastly, a relatively small number of people are re-
sponsible for most of the content (Panciera et al.,
2009; Matei and Britt, 2017). Wikipedia is thus
less representative of language of the population
than one might expect given its size and design.

Books Language models are also frequently
trained on book corpora. BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) used the Toronto BookCorpus (Zhu et al.,
2015), which consists of 7,185 self-published nov-
els, a dataset criticized for copyright violation, im-
balanced representation, and lack of documentation
(Bandy and Vincent, 2021).

GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) and The Pile (Gao
et al., 2020) both use much larger corpora of books
(although the former do not identify the source of
this data). However, the Pile’s books (also called
Books3) are not a random selection. Rather, they
appear to be drawn from a torrent file containing
hundreds of thousands of copyrighted eBooks.

Books3 deserves a more thorough investigation,
but preliminary analyses reveal that the most preva-
lent authors in the corpus are prolific American
and British writers, especially of romance, mystery,
and children’s books (e.g., Danielle Steel). This
pattern should be considered against the backdrop
of the American book publishing industry, which
has been widely criticized as homogeneous (Lee &
Low Books, 2020.4)

News and Other Popular Internet Content
Radford et al. (2019) scrape text from the websites
featured in popular Reddit submissions (i.e., those
that received at least three upvotes) to construct the
training data for GPT-2. As the original corpus
is unavailable, we analyze its open-source replica,
OpenWebText (Gokaslan and Cohen, 2019).

We do not expect the corpus to represent a
wide range of language variation; Reddit users are
mostly male, younger, and liberal-leaning, which
influences the types of content shared and upvoted
on the platform (Barthel et al., 2016). Indeed,

3For example, of the ten most frequently mentioned peo-
ple in English Wikipedia, seven are U.S. Presidents, two are
prominent figures in Christianity, and the only woman is the
British monarch, Queen Victoria.

4This 2020 U.S. study found that Black people comprise
only 5% of the industry, and books by men tend to generate
disproportionately more attention than those by women.
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we find that 1% of the 311K unique top-level do-
mains in OpenWebText contribute 75% of docu-
ments in the corpus (§A.2). The most common
websites in OpenWebText are internationally cir-
culating British and American news outlets (e.g.,
BBC, New York Times), blogging platforms (e.g.,
Tumblr, Blogspot), sports content (e.g., ESPN, SB-
Nation), and tech news (e.g., TechCrunch, Wired).
As expected, these links tend to appear on the
most highly trafficked subreddits (e.g., /r/politics,
/r/worldnews, /r/news).

These news sources are likely dominated by for-
mal writing styles from a relatively homogeneous
set of authors (Arana, 2018; Grieco, 2018). The ad-
herence to slowly evolving style guides expresses
specific linguistic standards (Froke et al., 2020) and
even geopolitical interests (Vultee, 2012), which
encourage rules on language use that can rein-
force gender norms and racial hierarchies (DiNi-
cola, 1994; Bien-Aimé, 2016). Researchers find a
striking lack of diversity in newsrooms and news-
paper leadership.5 This may be compounded by
the economic hardships aspiring journalists must
incur,6 which act as a filter for who can afford to
be employed in the news industry.

Summary These descriptive findings suggest
that a disproportionate amount of text in the core
data sources of existing language models is written
by authors from select, relatively powerful social
positions. Such text sources appear to favor privi-
leged segments of the English-speaking population,
including men; white populations; communities
of higher socio-economic status; and people har-
boring American and Western European historical,
geopolitical, and cultural perspectives. The result-
ing corpora tend to be less inclusive of the voices
of women and members of marginalized groups. A
likely implication may be that alternative perspec-
tives, including those of people from rural areas;
non-dominant gender, sexual, or racial identities;
and counter-hegemonic vantage points, may be less
likely to be included, and thus less likely to influ-
ence models trained on this data.

Although formal, streamlined content like news
or Wikipedia articles may seem like desirable
sources for high quality content, not all writing

5As of 2018, racial minorities make up 37% of the U.S.
population but only 17% of staff and 13% of leadership in U.S.
newsrooms (Arana, 2018).

6In 2020, median salary for U.S. news analysis, reporters,
and journalists was $35,950, a slight decrease from 2012 after
adjusting for inflation: https://pewrsr.ch/3qCO75v

styles or substantive topics that might be relevant
to language technologies and their user communi-
ties are represented in the resulting corpora. When
deployed, however, many of the technologies using
language models trained on these mainstream data
will face language that—despite being less formal,
professional, or carefully edited—is no less high
quality and is essential to the communicative lives
of the people who use it.

3 Measuring the Language Ideology of
the GPT-3 Quality Filter

Empirically evaluating the full distribution of au-
thors in the data sources from §2 is difficult, due to
their size and the lack of metadata about each doc-
ument’s authors. We instead curate a new dataset
of U.S. high school newspaper articles that varies
both topically and along demographic variables
that can be resolved using ZIP codes. Although
we do not directly consider individual authors of
these articles, this dataset is useful, in that it can be
associated with extensive metadata at the level of
individual newspapers. We then analyze the behav-
ior of a (replicated) quality filter on text from this
dataset and discuss its implications.

3.1 U.S. SCHOOL NEWS

Background Many U.S. schools produce a news-
paper to give students journalism experience, to
report on local news, to comment on national or
global events, and to publish school-related ma-
terial (e.g., announcements, campus life, student
interviews, sports or honor rolls; Gibson, 1961).
Because a school’s access to resources is shaped
by local income levels (Betts et al., 2000) and tied
to student achievement (Greenwald et al., 1996),
we expect schools in wealthier areas (relative to
poorer areas) to produce newspaper content that is
more similar to the formal, professional texts that a
quality filter is likely to classify as high quality.

Collection We collect articles from English-
language U.S. school newspapers that used a com-
mon Wordpress template.7 After identifying 2483
schools who use this template, we scrape 1.95M
articles from their respective newspaper sites (more
details in §A.3). We retrieve article categories by
extracting them from the article URL slugs. We
then match each school to its population zone (ZIP

7SNOsites.com
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code) using the Google Maps Place API.8 We re-
strict our dataset to articles from U.S. high schools.
We only consider articles from 2010–2019, remove
pages under the video, photo, or multimedia cat-
egories, and remove schools that have less than
100 articles (which tend to contain scraping errors).
The final corpus includes 910K articles, from 1410
schools, located in 1329 ZIP codes (552 U.S. coun-
ties) dispersed across all U.S. states (and the Dis-
trict of Columbia).

3.2 The GPT-3 Quality Filter

To investigate how quality correlates with vari-
ous attributes of a newspaper, we re-implement
the Brown et al. (2020) quality filter based on the
description provided in the paper. The filter is a
binary logistic regression classifier using n-gram
features, trained to distinguish between reference
corpora (Books3, Wikipedia, and OpenWebText)
and a random sample of Common Crawl.

We replicate the filter as closely as possible
using scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011),
which we release, along with a demo.9 To cre-
ate the training data for the classifier, we sample
80M whitespace-separated tokens of OpenWeb-
Text, Wikipedia, and Books3 each for the positive
class, and 240M whitespace-separated tokens of a
September 2019 Common Crawl snapshot for the
negative class.10 We perform a 100-trial random
hyperparameter search, fixing only the hashing vec-
torizer and basic whitespace tokenization, follow-
ing the implementation in Brown et al. (2020). Our
final classifier gets 90.4% F1 (91.7% accuracy) on
a held-out test set (§A.4). We then apply the quality
filter to the U.S. SCHOOL NEWS data, computing
a quality score per document, which we denote
P (high quality).

3.3 Document-Level Analysis

We first explore document-level preferences of the
filter. The GPT-3 quality filter is more likely to
classify high school newspaper articles as low qual-
ity, compared to general newswire (§A.5).11 This is
unsurprising, since the training data for the GPT-3

8https://developers.google.com/maps/
documentation/places/web-service/
search-find-place?hl=en

9https://huggingface.co/spaces/ssgrn/
gpt3-quality-filter

10We download the Common Crawl snapshot using code
provided by Wenzek et al. (2020).

11Here, the general newswire are articles from popular on-
line news sources; see §4 for data details.

Dependent variable: P (high quality)

Feature Coefficient

Intercept 0.471∗∗∗

Topic 5 (christmas, dress, holiday) −0.056∗∗∗

Topic 2 (school, college, year) −0.037∗∗∗

Topic 6 (student, school, class) −0.004
Topic 1 (people, just, like) 0.003
Topic 7 (movie, film, movies) 0.062∗∗∗

Topic 3 (music, album, song) 0.113∗∗∗

Topic 4 (people, women, media) 0.197∗∗∗

Topic 9 (game, team, players) 0.246∗∗∗

Topic 8 (Trump, president, election) 0.346∗∗∗

Presence of first/second person pronoun −0.054∗∗∗

Presence of third person pronoun 0.024
log2(Number of tokens) 0.088∗∗∗

R2 0.336
adj. R2 0.336

Table 1: Regression of the quality score of an opinion
piece in the U.S. SCHOOL NEWS dataset, on docu-
ment features (N = 10k). We observe that political
and sports-related topics, the lack of first and second
person pronouns, and longer document lengths are asso-
ciated with higher quality scores. We omit topic 0 (food,
restaurant, eat) to avoid a saturated model. See §A.7
for quality scores per topic. ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

quality filter included texts by professional journal-
ists. §A.6 shows a random sample of text from the
dataset with high and low quality scores, illustrat-
ing differences in style and formality.

More notably, controlling for article category
(e.g., opinion pieces), we find that the GPT-3 qual-
ity filter has apparent topical and stylistic prefer-
ences. For topical features, we train a topic model
(via latent Dirichlet allocation; Blei et al. 2003)
over opinion pieces with 10 topics. We also con-
sider whether documents contain first, second, or
third person pronouns, and the length of the docu-
ment. We then combine these features in a regres-
sion to assess the effect of certain attributes on the
document quality score, while controlling for other
attributes.

The results of our regression are displayed in
Table 1. We find that certain topics have quite
large effect sizes (see §A.7 for the distribution of
quality scores per topic). For example, documents
entirely about former U.S. President Trump and
the 2016 presidential election have quality scores
35 percentage points higher, on average, than the
omitted topic about food, whereas documents about
sports are 25 percentage points higher, relative to
the omitted topic. Stylistically, the presence of first
or second pronouns in a document decreases qual-
ity score by 5 percentage points, while a doubling
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of the number of tokens in a document increases
the quality score by 9 percentage points.

3.4 Demographic Analysis

We also examine whether the GPT-3 quality fil-
ter prefers language from certain demographic
groups over others. We first check raw correla-
tions between average quality scores (per newspa-
per) and features of interest. As in §3.3, we then
combine the features in a regression model.

Demographic Features As discussed in §3.1, we
expect a priori that content from schools located
in wealthier, more educated, and urban areas of the
U.S. will tend to have higher quality scores, relative
to poorer, less educated, rural areas. Therefore, we
consider demographic features that correspond to
class, rural/urban divides, and school resources.

For each school, we retrieve 2017–2018 school-
level demographic data from the National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES).12 These include
the number of students, student:teacher ratio, and
indicators for private schools and specialized pub-
lic schools (e.g., charter or magnet schools). We
also retrieve the latest ZIP code- and county-level
demographic data from the 2020 U.S. Census.13

To measure the wealth of the corresponding ZIP
code, we use median home values, and for educa-
tional attainment we use the percentage of college-
educated adults. We also use Census data on the
percent of rural population by county. Finally, we
consider local political leanings, operationalized
by county-level Republican-party vote share in the
2016 Presidential election.14 We display full de-
scriptions of features in our demographic analysis
in §A.8.

Correlation Analysis To inform the variables we
include in our regressions, we explore correlations
between variables of interest and the average qual-
ity score of a school newspaper. Our analyses in
Figure 1 suggest that our initial hypotheses hold:
schools in wealthier, urban, and more educated
ZIP codes, as well as those in Democrat-leaning
counties, tend to have higher quality scores.

Regression Analysis Here, we use schools as
the unit of analysis, and consider average quality

12https://nces.ed.gov/ccd/elsi/
tablegenerator.aspx

13https://data.census.gov/cedsci/
14https://electionlab.mit.edu/data
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Figure 1: Scatter plots displaying correlations of select
demographic features of a school’s ZIP code or county
with its average P (high quality).

score assigned to the school’s articles as the depen-
dent variable. We only include those schools that
could be matched to the NCES database, dropping
schools which are missing school size, as well as
those located in ZIP codes with $1M or greater me-
dian home value, due to a census artifact.15 Miss-
ing values for other features are imputed with the
median value of that feature for the correspond-
ing ZIP code, or (if necessary) county or state.
For regressions, we log-transform school size, stu-
dent:teacher ratio, and home values, using raw val-
ues for other features to preserve interpretability.
Our regression dataset includes 968 high schools
in 926 ZIP codes across 354 counties. We release
this dataset publicly.16

Because many of the variables identified above
are correlated, we use regression to estimate the
effect of certain factors while controlling for others,
with results shown in Table 2. Overall, home val-
ues, parental education, school size, public school
status, and urban locations all show significant pos-
itive associations with quality scores. Thus, even
controlling for financial resources, parental educa-
tion, and other factors, articles from urban schools
are scored as significantly higher quality than those
from rural schools.

15The census data has an artificial upper bound of $1M.
16https://github.com/kernelmachine/

quality-filter
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Dependent variable: P (high quality)

Feature Coefficient

Intercept 0.076
% Rural −0.069∗∗∗

% Adults ≥ Bachelor Deg. 0.059∗∗

log2(Median Home Value) 0.010∗

log2(Number of students) 0.006∗

log2(Student:Teacher ratio) −0.007
Is Public 0.015∗

Is Magnet 0.013
Is Charter 0.033

R2 0.140
adj. R2 0.133

Table 2: Regression of the average P (high quality) of
a school on demographic variables (N = 968). We ob-
serve that larger schools in educated, urban, and wealthy
areas of the U.S tend to be scored higher by the GPT-3
quality filter. See §A.8 for more information on these
features. ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

Nevertheless, the effects, considered individu-
ally, are relatively modest. A 14 percentage point
increase in percent urban population or a 17 per-
centage point increase in parental education (per-
cent of adults with college degrees) correspond to a
1 percentage point increase in average quality score,
as does a doubling of home values, or a quadrupling
of school size (holding other variables constant in
each case). Average quality scores associated with
public schools are 1.5 percentage points higher
than private schools, controlling for other factors.
Coefficients for charter schools, magnet schools,
and student:teacher ratio are not significant. The
combined effects of all these factors account for
large differences in quality scores between wealthy,
urban, educated locations, and poorer, rural, and
less educated parts of the United States.

Summary and Limitations This analysis reveals
an unintended consequence of the GPT-3 quality
filter: by attempting to exclude text that is less
like mainstream news and Wikipedia, the filter rein-
forces a language ideology that text from authors of
wealthy, urban, and educated backgrounds is more
valuable for inclusion in language model training
data. These implicit preferences align with the at-
tributes of authors that dominate the corpora from
§2, which the filter considers to be high quality.

While most of the above findings are robust to al-
ternate model specifications, the model ultimately
only accounts for a relatively small amount of vari-
ance in quality scores. However, given that all
variation is ultimately explained by features of text
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Figure 2: There is no difference in quality scores be-
tween articles written by news sources of high and low
factual reliability.

itself, any amount of variance accounted for by
demographic features is notable.

In addition, most of our features are taken from
a single point in time and do not account for chang-
ing demographics over the examined time period
(2010–2019). Data errors could also arise due to
how datasets were aligned (based on school name
and ZIP code). These findings may not generalize
to other domains (e.g., social media), and inclusion
of additional features could affect these findings.
For additional models which include party vote
share and racial demographics taken from NCES
data, see §A.9.

4 Alignment with Other Notions of
Quality

The GPT-3 quality filter purports to judge the qual-
ity of text, something that people also do, using
a variety of different criteria. In this section, we
consider three forms of human evaluations: factu-
ality judgements, human-graded standardized test
essays, and institutional book awards. How well
does the behavior of the GPT-3 quality filter map
onto these notions of quality?

4.1 Data
Factually (Un)reliable News To analyze the cor-
respondence between the GPT-3 quality filter and
news factuality, we use the list provided by Baly
et al. (2018) to identify a set of popular news
sources from a broad range of factuality ratings
and political leanings.17 Using Newspaper3k,18

17Baly et al. (2018) release a dataset of factual reliabil-
ity and political leanings across news sources by scraping
NewsMediaBiasFactCheck.org.

18https://newspaper.readthedocs.io/
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we scrape and score 9.9K and 7.7K articles from
high and low factuality news outlets, respectively.

TOEFL Essay Exams Next, to analyze the cor-
respondence between the GPT-3 quality filter and
essay scores, we collect and score 12.1K partici-
pant essays from the Test Of English as a Foreign
Language (TOEFL) exam, a widely used English
language proficiency test (Blanchard et al., 2013).
The TOEFL exam responses include official scores
from exam readers, as well as each essay’s prompt.

Award-Winning Literature Finally, to analyze
the correspondence between the GPT-3 quality fil-
ter and literary awards, we select and score books
from Books3 and the Gutenberg corpus (Brooke
et al., 2015) that have won a Pulitzer Prize in vari-
ous categories. We collected these data by scraping
the publicly available list of award recipients.19

4.2 Results

If the filter aligns with news factuality, we would
expect that articles from factually reliable sources
would be rated as higher quality than those from
factually unreliable ones. However, we find no
difference in the quality distribution between ar-
ticles from high and low factuality news sources
(p = 0.085, two-way Kolmogorov-Smirnov test;
Figure 2). Many factually unreliable news articles
are considered high quality by the filter (§A.10).

Turning to the TOEFL exam responses, we
would expect that if the filter agrees with essay
scores, higher scoring essays would receive higher
quality scores. While essay scores are weakly cor-
related with quality scores (Pearson r = 0.12, p <
0.001), the essay’s prompt is far more predictive
of the essay’s quality designation (§A.11). For ex-
ample, essays responding to a prompt (P4) which
asks participants to describe “...whether advertise-
ments make products seem much better than they
really are” are much less likely to be filtered than
all other prompts, including P6, which asks partici-
pants to describe “...whether it is best to travel in
a group” (see §A.11 for more details). The latter
prompt tends to invoke personal experiences in the
responses.

Finally, if the filter aligns with literary awards,
we would expect that most Pulitzer-Prize winning
books would achieve high quality scores. On the
contrary, quality scores vary heavily based on the

19https://www.pulitzer.org/
prize-winners-categories
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Figure 3: Among works that have won a Pulitzer Prize,
the quality filter tends to favor nonfiction and longer
fictional forms, disfavoring poetry and dramatic plays.

genre (Figure 3). Poetry and drama are less favored
by the filter, relative to non-fiction, fiction, and fan
fiction (from BookCorpus; Zhu et al. 2015).

Summary Our analysis demonstrates that the
GPT-3 quality filter conflicts with other standards
of text quality. Of course, even the alternative stan-
dards we compare here are subject to their own lan-
guage ideologies. Readers are more likely to trust
news as factual if its political position aligns with
their own (Mitchell et al., 2018). English-language
teaching pedagogies are rooted in ideologies about
well-spokenness (Vanegas et al., 2016). Literary
awards favor white and male authors.20 In general,
any designation of text as high quality is subjective
and influenced by sociopolitical context.

5 Discussion

The above sections have demonstrated that auto-
mated filtering of text to build language modeling
corpora may lead to counterintuitive or undesirable
exclusion of sources. Because of the variety of use
cases for language models and the broad range of
text that could be appropriate for certain tasks, we
suggest that there is no simple, universal standard
for what should be considered high quality text.
Indeed, there is a long history of privileging some
people’s spoken language as better or more “cor-
rect” than others. Researchers and practitioners of
NLP who are aware of this history have the option
to be intentional in their design of systems that,
however implicitly, risk excluding the language of
underprivileged identities or communities.

20A 2016 study by the Columbia Journalism Review found
that since 1918, 84% of Pulitzer Prizes had been awarded
to white authors, and 84% to male authors: https://www.
cjr.org/analysis/100_years_of_data.php.
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Some amount of selection in building corpora is
inevitable. It is not possible to collect a uniform
random sample of all written utterances. However,
our findings suggest that current selection methods
are, for many purposes, flawed. Future work into
alternative filtering criteria could be paired with
investigations into the unintended consequences of
their assumptions.

We do not believe that there is likely to be a
single solution to this challenge. Indeed, the text
that is best suited for training a model may depend
on the application of that model. At a minimum,
however, the NLP community could more carefully
consider and clearly document the inclusion crite-
ria for text. NLP practitioners could also be explicit
about their reasons for using certain sources, even
if those reasons are related to availability or empir-
ical performance. A collection of tests could also
be deployed (and improved over time) to give a
clear understanding of the implications of different
choices of filters.

More generally, we echo calls in the literature
for more thoughtful and inclusive data collection
(Jo and Gebru, 2020; Bender et al., 2021; Tanweer
et al., 2021). Strategies could include, but are not
limited to a) intentionally curating data from people
and viewpoints that are not otherwise well repre-
sented; b) including a greater diversity of genres; c)
adopting more nuanced or intentional exclusion cri-
teria; d) conducting more thorough interrogation of
what text is being excluded; e) developing standard
checks for prominent biases in inclusion; and/or f)
abandoning the notion of a general-purpose corpus.

6 Related Work

Language Ideologies Language ideologies have
been widely explored in the sociolinguistics lit-
erature (Gal and Irvine, 1995; Rosa and Flores,
2017; Craft et al., 2020, inter alia). An ideology
that promotes the inherent correctness, clarity, and
objectivity of certain language varieties over oth-
ers is a mechanism for linguistic discrimination
(Craft et al., 2020; Gal, 2016; MacSwan, 2020;
Rickford and King, 2016). A salient example of
such discrimination is the stigmatization of second-
language speakers of English (Lindemann, 2005).

Language ideologies have an important, but of-
ten unacknowledged, influence on the development
of NLP technologies (Blodgett et al., 2020). For
example, an ideology that distinguishes between
standard and non-standard language variations sur-

faces in text normalization tasks (van der Goot
et al., 2021), which tend to strip documents of
pragmatic nuance (Baldwin and Chai, 2011) and
social signals (Nguyen et al., 2021). Language
on the Internet has been historically treated as a
noisy variant of English, even though lexical vari-
ation on the Internet is highly communicative of
social signals (Eisenstein, 2013) and varies con-
siderably along demographic variables (Eisenstein
et al., 2014) and community membership (Lucy
and Bamman, 2021).

Language ideologies also surface in tools for
toxicity detection; for example, the classification
behavior of the PERSPECTIVE API (a popular hate
speech detector) aligns with the attitudes of con-
servative, white, female annotators, who tend to
perceive African-American dialects as more toxic
(Sap et al., 2021).

Critiques of Laissez-Faire Data Collection We
provide empirical evidence that laissez-faire data
collection (i.e., filtering large web data sources)
leads to data homogeneity (Bender et al., 2021).
As an alternative to laissez-faire collection, Jo and
Gebru (2020) recommend drawing on institutional
archival practices. However, we note that language
ideologies are also prevalent (and may not be ex-
plicit) in institutional archives, which, for example,
have preferred colonizing perspectives over col-
onized ones when documenting historical events
(Trouillot, 1995; Decker, 2013).

Other Quality Filters Other definitions of text
quality are used to create pretraining datasets, some
of which do not rely on the datasets from §2. How-
ever, all techniques adopt language ideologies of
what constitutes high quality text. Bad-word filter-
ing, which removes documents that contain certain
stop-words, disproportionately excludes language
about and by non-dominant groups (Dodge et al.,
2021). Filtering Internet content for popularity
(Radford et al., 2019) leads to data homogeneity
based on the characteristics of viral media and the
composition of userbases in online forums (§2).
Even lightweight filters (Aghajanyan et al., 2021;
Rae et al., 2021) put more emphasis on features
like document length over factuality when deter-
mining what makes a document high quality. Any
filtering method requires transparent justification
and recognition of tradeoffs.

Downstream Behavior The behavior of lan-
guage processing systems aligns with what we
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would expect from a language ideology that favors
training data written by a narrow, powerful sector
of society. For example, dialogue agents perform
significantly worse when engaging in conversa-
tions about race (Schlesinger et al., 2018) and with
non-dominant dialects of English (Mengesha et al.,
2021). GPT-3 frequently resorts to using stereo-
types when minority groups are mentioned in its
prompt (Abid et al., 2021; Blodgett, 2021). GPT-
3 is also prone to producing hate speech (Gehman
et al., 2020) and misinformation (McGuffie and
Newhouse, 2020), which we would expect if its
quality filter fails to distinguish the factual reliabil-
ity of news sources in its training data (§4). Gao
(2021) show that aggressive data filtering with the
GPT-3 quality filter degrades downstream task per-
formance. A closer analysis of how the language
ideologies in data selection lead to certain model
behaviors is a rich area for future work.

7 Conclusion

Using a new dataset of U.S. school newspapers,
we find that the conventional, automated valuation
of Wikipedia, newswire, books, and popular In-
ternet content as reference for high quality text
implicitly favors content written by authors from
larger schools in wealthier, educated, urban areas
of the United States. Adopting this language ide-
ology for text data selection leads to implicit—yet
systematic and as-yet undocumented—inequalities
in terms of whose language is more likely to be
included in training corpora. Although no single
action will solve this complicated issue, data cu-
rators and researchers could be more intentional
about curating text from underrepresented authors
and groups, gathering sources from multiple genres
and writing styles, and documenting their curation
procedures and possible sources of exclusion.

Ethical Considerations

Our U.S. SCHOOL NEWS dataset comes with many
limitations, as described in §3.1. Our corpus is nei-
ther a random nor a representative sample of U.S.
school newspapers. Instead, it represents schools
that had sufficient Internet access, that elected to
use a particular website template, and that main-
tain websites with retrievable archived content. In
general, our dataset likely captures neither the least
resourced schools (which may not have good ac-
cess to online resources) in the United States, nor
the wealthiest ones (who may have their own pub-

lication platforms). The lack of representation in
school newspaper leadership positions may influ-
ence which students contribute content to school
newspapers (Chen et al., 2021). Educators also
likely shape some articles, at least in part (though
we expect them to be similarly affected by resource
constraints).

Moreover, much of the content in these articles
is specific to student concerns (e.g., sports, school
events, campus culture, etc.), and the writing is, by
definition, amateur. Nevertheless, because the cor-
pus captures a wide range of content and geograph-
ical areas, it allows us to evaluate how a quality
filter handles real-world language variation within
a particular domain. Additionally, we speculate
that an expanded corpus, which included writings
from these schools, would demonstrate a continua-
tion of trends we report in this paper.

Using text from school newspapers introduces
privacy concerns, especially since authors and sub-
jects are minors. We therefore use this data only for
evaluation purposes; we do not train (or release)
any models on this data or on any raw text from the
corpus. We do, however, release a datasheet (Gebru
et al., 2021) which documents the dataset’s general
characteristics and curation procedure (§A.3).

While the text in our dataset varies considerably
along topical, stylistic, and demographic variables,
it is nevertheless a niche domain. The text is a
specific genre meant for local student consumption,
its authors are U.S. students, and it thus primar-
ily represents U.S.-centric cultural and political
perspectives. We acknowledge that we also per-
petuate some of the biases we identify, especially
by working with English language text from the
United States. We hope future work will extend
this study of language ideologies to multilingual
settings, other textual domains, and different sets
of authors.

With respect to demographic variables, we
merge census demographics with school-level data
via ZIP codes or counties, which are imperfect
identifiers of a school, since ZIP codes (and coun-
ties) may include multiple schools of varying re-
source levels. Moreover, tracking demographic
variables and other author metadata, if deployed
at scale, implies a certain level of invasive surveil-
lance (Brayne, 2017). Future work may explore
how to maintain the rights of authors as data sub-
jects and producers while mapping demographic
representation in large corpora.
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The lack of access to GPT-3’s training data and
quality filter prevents us from making claims about
how quality filter biases affect language model be-
havior. Future work on language models may also
include transparent release of training data and as-
sociated quality filters, which would help support
this kind of research.

Finally, we did not seek consent from authors to
scrape their articles. The ethical and legal norms
around scraping public-facing web data, especially
those produced by minors, are still in flux (Fiesler
et al., 2020) and may not align with user percep-
tions of what constitutes fair use of online commu-
nications (Williams et al., 2017). For these reasons
(as discussed earlier), we do not release the corpus
of school newspaper articles, and only use it for
analysis and evaluation. We only make available a
dataset of demographic variables and quality scores
per school, to support reproducibility.
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A Appendix

A.1 Language Model Training Corpora

We display a list of popular language modeling
corpora in Table 3.

A.2 OpenWebText URL distribution

We display the most popular URL domains of
OpenWebText in Table 4.

A.3 Datasheet

Our datasheet for the U.S. SCHOOL NEWS dataset
can be found here: https://bit.ly/3tSpYt8.

A.4 Quality Filter Hyperparameters

We display the hyperparameters of our logistic re-
gression classifier (reproduction of the filter devel-
oped by Brown et al. 2020) in Table 5.

A.5 High School News Scores

We display the score distributions of school articles
in our U.S. SCHOOL NEWS dataset, relative to
general newswire, in Figure 4.

A.6 Example Articles

We display example articles and their quality scores
in the U.S. SCHOOL NEWS dataset in Table 6.

A.7 Topic Modeling

See the quality distribution among topics for 10K
opinion pieces in Figure 5.

A.8 Demographic Features

We display a table of features we use in our demo-
graphic regression model in Table 7.

A.9 Additional Regressions

Here we include regressions results from two mod-
els with additional covariates.

We first consider race as a possible omitted vari-
able, given the extent of school segregation in the
U.S. (Reardon and Owens, 2014). NCES data pro-
vides the distribution of students by race for each
school, using a particular set of racial categories,
which comes with obvious limitations. Neverthe-
less, we use the raw percentage scores provided
as additional covariates in this model as a validity
check. We exclude the Native and Pacific Islander
categories, due to imbalanced data and geographic
concentration, as well as the white category, to
avoid a saturated model.

As shown in Table 8, the findings are nearly iden-
tical to the results in the main paper, with the ex-
ception that home values are no longer significant.
The only racial category that shows a significant
effect is Asian. However, we note a positive cor-
relation between percentage of Asian students and
median home values (Pearson r =0.32, p < 0.001),
suggesting that the variable for percentage of Asian
students may be partially absorbing the effect of
our measure of wealth.

Table 9 shows the results for an alternate model
which includes % GOP vote share in the 2016 elec-
tion. Once again, the results are very similar to the
results in the main paper, although there is a strong
(and significant) negative association between GOP
vote share and quality scores, whereas the measures
of home values and percent rural are no longer sig-
nificant.

The results for this model exemplify the diffi-
culty of working with highly correlated variables.
Given the strong association between GOP voters
and rural areas, GOP vote share serves as an effec-
tive proxy for other variables of interest. However,
because the results of the 2016 Presidential election
were likely somewhat idiosyncratic, and because
we find wealth and geography to be a more plausi-
ble explanation for differences in student writing
than political preferences among their parents, we
opt for the model without GOP vote share in the
main paper.

A.10 Low Factuality News Considered High
Quality

We display example low factuality news articles
that are assigned high quality scores by the GPT-3
quality filter in Table 10.

A.11 TOEFL Exam Responses
We display a regression of the quality of a TOEFL
exam essay on its assigned score and prompt in Ta-
ble 11. We display the distribution of quality scores
against prompts and essay scores in the TOEFL
exam dataset in Figure 6. We display the prompts
of this dataset in Table 12.
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Model Pretraining Data Sources Citation

ELMo 1B Word benchmark Peters et al. 2018
GPT-1 BookCorpus Radford et al. 2018
GPT-2 WebText Radford et al. 2019
BERT BookCorpus + Wikipedia Devlin et al. 2019
RoBERTa BookCorpus + Wikipedia + CC-news + OpenWebText + Stories Liu et al. 2019
XL-Net BookCorpus + Wikipedia + Giga5 + ClueWeb 2012-B + Common Crawl Yang et al. 2019
ALBERT BERT, RoBERTa, and XL-net’s data sources Lan et al. 2020
T5 Common Crawl (filtered) Raffel et al. 2020
XLM-R Common Crawl (filtered) Conneau et al. 2020
BART BookCorpus + Wikipedia Lewis et al. 2020
GPT-3 Wikipedia + Books + WebText (expanded) + Common Crawl (filtered) Brown et al. 2020
ELECTRA BookCorpus + Wikipedia + Giga5 + ClueWeb 2012-B + Common Crawl Clark et al. 2020
Megatron-Turing NLG The Pile + Common Crawl (filtered) + RealNews + Stories Kharya and Alvi 2021
Switch-C Common Crawl (filtered) Fedus et al. 2021
Gopher MassiveWeb + Books + Common Crawl (filtered) + News + GitHub + Wikipedia Rae et al. 2021

Table 3: Overview of recent language models and their training corpora. All studies tend to draw from the same
core data sources: Wikipedia, Books, News, or filtered web dumps.

URL Domain # Docs % of Total Docs

bbc.co.uk 116K 1.50%
theguardian.com 115K 1.50%
washingtonpost.com 89K 1.20%
nytimes.com 88K 1.10%
reuters.com 79K 1.10%
huffingtonpost.com 72K 0.96%
cnn.com 70K 0.93%
cbc.ca 67K 0.89%
dailymail.co.uk 58K 0.77%
go.com 48K 0.63%

Table 4: The most popular top-level URL domains in OpenWebText. Mainstream news forms the overwhelming
majority of content in the dataset. Overall, just 1% of the top-level URL domains in OpenWebText contribute 75%
of the total documents in the corpus.

Computing Infrastructure 56 Intel Xeon CPU Cores

Number of search trials 100

Search strategy uniform sampling

Best validation F1 90.4

Hyperparameter Search space Best assignment

regularization choice[L1, L2] L1

C uniform-float[0, 1] 0.977778

solver 64 liblinear

tol loguniform-float[10e-5, 10e-3] 0.000816

ngram range choice["1 2", "1 3", "2 3"] "1 2"

random state uniform-int[0, 100000] 44555

tokenization whitespace whitespace

vectorization hashing hashing

remove stopwords choice[Yes, No] No

Table 5: Hyperparameter search space and best assignments for our re-implementation of the GPT-3 quality filter.
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Figure 4: Scraped school articles tend to be considered lower quality by the GPT-3 quality filter than general
newswire (histogram built from 10K random documents from each domain). This finding is consistent across a
variety of categories, and more significant for certain ones (e.g., school announcements).

Category: Student-Life
P (high quality) = 0.001

As our seniors count down their final days until graduation, we
will be featuring them each day. [REDACTED], what are your
plans after graduation? To attend [REDACTED] in the fall and
get my basics. Then attend the [REDACTED] program. What
is your favorite high school memory? My crazy, obnoxious and
silly 5th hour English with [REDACTED]. What advice do you
have for underclassmen? Pay attention, stay awake (I suggest
lots of coffee), and turn in your dang work! You can do it, keep
your head up because you are almost there!

Category: News
P (high quality) = 0.99

On Monday, September 3rd, Colin Kaepernick, the American
football star who started the “take a knee” national anthem
protest against police brutality and racial inequality, was named
the new face of Nike’s “Just Do It” 30th-anniversary campaign.
Shortly after, social media exploded with both positive and nega-
tive feedback from people all over the United States. As football
season ramps back up, this advertisement and the message be-
hind it keeps the NFL Anthem kneeling protest in the spotlight.

Table 6: Examples of high school news paper articles from U.S. SCHOOL NEWS. Many of the articles in student-life
category, and similar, rated lower quality have very different styles from documents rated high quality.
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5:christmas dress holiday day thanksgiving dance prom halloween year wear
2:school college year high senior seniors students class time classes
0:food restaurant eat pizza menu chicken coffee meal foods cheese

6:students school student teachers class high classes time schools teacher
1:people just like life time don know day things ve

7:movie film movies characters story character plot films marvel book
3:album music song songs band lyrics sound listen like artists

4:people women media world new social states gun country like
9:game team players games season sports football teams play athletes

8:trump president election vote political clinton country obama people donald

Figure 5: Considering 10K opinion pieces in U.S. SCHOOL NEWS, we observe that the GPT-3 quality filter prefers
topics that are more prevalent in Wikipedia or newswire.

Feature Description Level Source

Is Charter Is the school a charter school? School NCES database
Is Private Is the school a private school? School NCES database
Is Magnet Is the school a magnet school? School NCES database
% Black Students % students who identify as Black School NCES database
% Asian Students % students who identify as Asian School NCES database
% Mixed Students % students who identify as Mixed race School NCES database
% Hispanic Students % students who identify as Hispanic School NCES database
Student:Teacher Student-teacher ratio School NCES database
School Size Total number of students School NCES database
Median Home Value Median home value ZIP code Census
% Adults ≥ Bachelor Deg. % adults (≥ 25 years old) with at least a bachelor’s degree ZIP code Census
% Rural Percent of a county population living in a rural area County Census
% 2016 GOP Vote Republican vote share in the 2016 presidential election County MIT Election Lab

Table 7: Description of features we include in our demographic analyses.
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Figure 6: TOEFL exam score is weakly correlated with quality score across prompts (Pearson correlation; r=0.12 ±
0.05, p ≈ 0; top), but the essay prompt seems to be a much stronger indicator of quality scores than the exam scores
are (bottom).
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Dependent variable: P (high quality)
Observations: 968 schools

Feature Coefficient

Intercept 0.134
% Rural −0.073∗∗∗

% Adults ≥ Bachelor Deg. 0.049∗

log2(Median Home Value) 0.007
log2(Number of students) 0.005∗

log2(Student:Teacher ratio) −0.008
Is Public 0.020∗

Is Magnet 0.013
Is Charter 0.035∗

% Asian Students 0.081∗∗

% Mixed Students 0.051
% Black Students −0.009
% Hispanic Students −0.020

R2 0.152
adj. R2 0.142

Table 8: Regression of the average P (high quality) of
a school in the U.S. SCHOOL NEWS dataset, on demo-
graphic variables. As in the main paper, larger schools
in educated and urban areas of the U.S tend to be scored
higher by the GPT-3 quality filter. Asian is the only
categorical race variable which shows a significant as-
sociation (using data and categories taken directly from
NCES). The association with home values is no longer
significant, plausibly explained by a correlation between
a higher proportion of Asian students and higher median
home values. See §A.8 for more information on these
features. ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

Dependent variable: P (high quality)
Observations: 968 schools

Feature Coefficient

Intercept 0.248∗∗

% Rural −0.021
% Adults ≥ Bachelor Deg. 0.067∗∗

log2(Median Home Value) 0.003
log2(Number of students) 0.006∗∗

log2(Student:Teacher ratio) −0.007
Is Public 0.017∗

Is Magnet 0.009
Is Charter 0.027
% GOP vote share −0.114∗∗∗

R2 0.164
adj. R2 0.157

Table 9: Regression of the average P (high quality) of
a school in the U.S. SCHOOL NEWS dataset, on de-
mographic variables, including % 2016 GOP Vote. We
observe that including the political leaning of the county
tends to wash out other variables, likely because par-
tisan voting correlates heavily with other effects, like
the urban/rural divide (Scala and Johnson, 2017). The
only other covariates that stay significant are school size,
parental education, and public (as opposed to private)
schools. ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

Article from http://en-volve.com
P (high quality) = 0.93

The German government has effectively began the process of
eliminating the unvaccinated by starving them to death by push-
ing grocery stories to ban unvaccinated residents from buying
essential food items...The pressure on the unvaccinated grows
and grows!...

Article from http://www.censored.news
P (high quality) = 0.98

The provisional number of births in the U.S. was 3,605,201 in
2020. That is the lowest number of births in the United States
since 1979, according to the Centers for Disease Control. 2020
also had the lowest fertility rate since the government started
tracking births in 1902. And don’t blame the so-called “pan-
demic.”...we’re learning in 2021 that intelligent people succumb
to government psy-ops. But critical thinkers understood imme-
diately that something was very wrong with all the COVID-19
stuff. Plus many among the global elite continually and openly
gloat about their desire to cull the masses. Bill Gates isn’t even
coy about his desires...

Table 10: Examples of news from low factuality sources
(as identified by MediaBiasFactCheck.com) rated
high quality by GPT-3 quality filter, but contain COVID
disinformation.

Dependent variable: P (high quality)
Observations: 12.1K TOEFL exams

Feature Coefficient

Intercept 0.0631∗∗∗

Low score −0.0414
High score 0.0339
Prompt 7 −0.0283∗∗∗

Prompt 6 −0.0204∗∗∗

Prompt 2 0.0068∗∗∗

Prompt 8 0.0346∗∗∗

Prompt 3 0.0880∗∗∗

Prompt 5 0.1470∗∗∗

Prompt 4 0.6745∗∗∗

R2 0.712
adj. R2 0.711

Table 11: Regression of the quality of a TOEFL exam es-
say on its assigned score and prompt. While we observe
some relationship between the score an essay receives
and its quality score, the essay prompts themselves have
significantly higher effect sizes. The highest quality
essays come from Prompt 4, which asks participants
to discuss products and advertisements. See §A.11 for
visualizations of distributions of quality across prompts
and scores. ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.
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MediaBiasFactCheck.com


ID Text P (high quality)

P7 It is more important for students to understand ideas and concepts than it is for them to learn facts. 0.04
P6 The best way to travel is in a group led by a tour guide. 0.05
P1 It is better to have broad knowledge of many academic subjects than to specialize in one specific subject. 0.07
P2 Young people enjoy life more than older people do. 0.08
P8 Successful people try new things and take risks rather than only doing what they already know how to do well. 0.10
P3 Young people nowadays do not give enough time to helping their communities. 0.16
P5 In twenty years, there will be fewer cars in use than there are today. 0.22
P4 Most advertisements make products seem much better than they really are. 0.74

Table 12: TOEFL prompt IDs and their text, ordered by their quality score by GPT-3 quality filter.
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